-     DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
that there are many poor Jews in this region. The non-Jews are
all poor. There are many Jews who look poor, very few who are
poor in the sense that the peasant is poor.
All in all, I came to feel dubious, after looking at Carpathian-
Ukraine, about the imminence of the Great Ukrainian coup,
under German leadership. Carpathian-Ukraine did not seem to
me a good basis either for major military or for major political
operations.
Only a few score people, in the little Government and ad-
ministration, feel Ukrainian and pine for the Great Ukrainian
state. The real Ukrainians, the potential Ukrainian nation, live
under Polish and Russian rule, and how are you to get at them,
without war? After Munich, Poland and Russia seemed to be
moving together, against this threat, but after that again came
Franco's progress in Spain, and suddenly you found Colonel Beck,
the Polish Foreign Minister, at Berchtesgaden, and Herr von
Ribbentrop, the German Foreign Minister, in Warsaw, and it
looked to me very much as if Germany found the prospects in the
West and in the Mediterranean improving so much that she was
turning her eyes in that direction and shelving the Ukrainian pro-
ject for the present, as if she were telling Poland, 'Now, just behave
well if anything explodes in Western Europe and nothing will
happen to you9.
The only signs of the Great Ukrainian movement that I could"
find in Chust were the German-backed Government, headed by
a cleric, Mgr. Voloshm, and his one Minister, M. Revay, who
both count as Ukrainians, and the Ukrainian Storm Troops, the
Karpatska Sitch, of whom I saw a few here and there in their
grey-green uniforms. A German officer or two had passed that
way, a German geologist or two, a German road-surveyor or two.
But on the whole, the signs were that Germany was not signalling
full-steam-ahead in the Ukraine, for the present.
The Great Ukrainian iron is a good one to have in the fire, and
with the creation of this little state the iron is there, ready for use
one day. But I fancy the fire will need a good deal of stoking, the
iron a good deal of heating. In any case, one Great Power,
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